Buying guide

Bathroom showers
Design
H Preutz/N Karlsson

Care
SHOWERS: Clean with a soft
cloth dampened with water and
a mild washing-up detergent or
soap. Never use scouring powder,
steel wool or a detergent that is
calcium- dissolving, sour or contains alcohol or an abrasive. Rinse
with water and dry/polish with a
clean dry cloth. To remove larger
limescale deposits – use diluted,
ordinary white vinegar and rinse
with water.
SHOWER DOOR/ SCREEN:
Remove limescale stains using
a small amount of limedissolving
solution, e.g. vinegar or lemon
juice. Then clean again
with a damp cloth. Do not use
scouring-powder, steel wool, hard
or sharp tools which can scratch
the surface.

Good to know
Wall fittings are provided with
the product. If you are uncertain
about the installation, contact
a professional. The installation
shall be made in accordance with
valid local building and plumbing
regulations.

Safety
The thermostatic mixer is pre-set
to a safety stop temperature of
38°C. Since operating conditions in
each supply system varies, it might
be necessary to calibrate the mixer
according to the service and installation instructions.
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Everyone deserves a refreshing shower
The IKEA showers are fully coordinated, with everything you need
for a great shower experience: thermostatic mixers with anti-scald
feature, head and hand showers with different spray functions and
bathroom accessories, all in the same family. Complete your bathroom with shower door and screen to create the perfect shower area.
All IKEA showers are equipped with water and energy-efficient shower
heads and hand showers. This is achieved by having a flow regulator,
which reduces the water flow. You’ll save water and energy compared
to a shower without a flow regulator. Everyone deserves a refreshing
shower experience every day. And what can be more revitalising than
knowing you can save water (and money on your water and energy
bills) at the same time? Just pick and choose the shower function you
need in your bathroom.

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff
or look at IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

How to build
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1. Here are a few practical steps to help you choose the right
product for a great shower experience. Before the purchase
consider what shower needs you have in your bathroom. Do
you need to refresh an existing shower set? Then you may
choose either a riser rail with hand shower kit or a head/
hand shower kit with diverter. All IKEA shower kits are compatible with any shower mixer of another manufacturer. The
shower series come in 3 different families - VALLAMOSSE,
BROGRUND and VOXNAN just pick the one that suits your
style and bathroom best.

soft to hard for an invigorating experience that takes away
the tension. The mist spray function produces fine droplets
of water that feel gentle, soft and relaxing. On 3-spray hand
shower you can choose between full spray or mesh spray or
you can combine the two, giving you the best of both worlds.
With the 5-spray hand shower you can choose between full,
mist or massage sprays, or choose your favorite combination
of full/mist or full/massage, giving you even more alternatives for a relaxing shower.
4. If you are planning to update your entire shower area then
you can choose one of the IKEA thermostatic shower sets
that includes all the functions you need for a destressing and
relaxing shower experience.

2. If you plan to change your shower mixer you can choose
between a thermostatic shower and a bath/shower mixer
depending on the shower solution in your bathroom. The
bath/shower mixers work well both with bath tubs as well as
with shower walls. VALLAMOSSE, BROGRUND and VOXNAN
shower series offer a wide range of thermostatic mixers that
will suit your needs perfectly. All our mixers are fitted with
integrated shelves, 38°C safety button and most importantly
all our mixer bars come with anti-scald technology and
thanks to “cold touch” feature our mixers are safe to touch
during use even for the smallest ones in the family.

5. If you want to add a shower door and/or shower screens this
can be done in many different ways. Put together a shower
door and a shower screen and you have created a complete
shower enclosure. Or just add a shower screen instead of
using a shower curtain. You choose!
6. You can complete your new shower with mixer taps and
towel accessories from the same product family for a full
style coordination of your bathroom. BROGRUND and
VOXNAN series feature a complete range of showers, mixer
taps and bathroom accessories that will make your bathroom uniquely you.

3. In case if you want to revitilise your existing shower you
can choose to change the hand shower or the shower hose.
IKEA shower series offer a wide variety of hand showers
that come with different spray functions. You can choose
between 1,3 and 5 spray function heads. The hand shower
with full spray function gives a wide and even coverage for a
relaxing shower experience. The mesh spray function boosts
the force of the water spray which is perfect for rinsing thick
hair. The massage spray function varies the water flow from
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Combinations
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.

OPPEJEN/OPPEJEN shower enclosure.
84×84×202 cm. Glass.
This combination RM1,415 (893.262.55)

OPPEJEN/FOTINGEN shower enclosure with tray.
90×90×205 cm. Glass/chrushed marble.
This combination RM2,210 (393.262.53)
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All parts and prices
All thermostatic shower mixers, shower door, shower screen and shower tray have 10-year guarantee and all the riser rails, head/hand showers, hoses, parking bracket and shower
shelves have 3-years of guarantee.

BROGRUND shower set with thermostatic mixer.
Head shower Ø200 mm, hand shower Ø90 mm, connection
centres 150 mm, length of hose 150 cm.
3-spray hand shower.
Chrome-plated finish

003.425.36

VOXNAN shower set with thermostatic mixer.
Head shower Ø200 mm, hand shower Ø90 mm, connection
centres 150 mm, length of hose 150 cm. mm, length of hose
150 cm. 3-spray hand shower.

RM899

Chrome-plated finish

VOXNAN head/hand shower kit with diverter. Head
shower Ø200 mm, hand shower Ø90 mm, length of hose
150 cm. Single-spray hand shower.

BROGRUND head/hand shower kit with diverter.
Head shower Ø200 mm, hand shower Ø90 mm, length of
hose 150 cm. Single-spray hand shower.
Chrome plated finish

703.425.47

Chrome plated finish

RM599

BROGRUND riser rail with hand shower kit. Hand shower
Ø90 mm, rail height 65 cm, length of hose 150 cm.
Single-spray hand shower.
Chrome plated finish

703.425.52

503.425.53

RM200

Chrome plated finish

303.425.49

RM599

Chrome-plated finish

503.425.48

Chrome-plated finish

RM499

103.425.50

Chrome-plated finish

$39.90

903.425.51

Chrome-plated finish

$49.90

703.285.27

RM699

303.426.05

RM599

103.425.88

RM49.90

003.425.84

RM59

VOXNAN 5-spray hand shower. Hand shower Ø105 mm.

$59

Chrome-plated finish

BROGRUND shower shelf, 25 cm×11×4 cm. Fits on shower
rails and poles 19-25 mm in diameter, mounted at a minimum distance of 56 mm from the wall.
Chrome-plated finish

503.426.09

VOXNAN 3-spray hand shower. Hand shower Ø90 mm.

BROGRUND 5-spray hand shower. Hand shower Ø100 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

RM250

VOXNAN single-spray hand shower. Hand shower
Ø90 mm.

BROGRUND 3-spray hand shower. Hand shower Ø90 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

503.426.14

VOXNAN thermostatic shower mixer.
Connection centres 150 mm.

BROGRUND single-spray hand shower. Hand shower
Ø90 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

RM699

VOXNAN thermostatic bath/shower mixer.
Connection centres 150 mm.

BROGRUND thermostatic shower mixer.
Connection centres 150 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

303.425.92

VOXNAN riser rail with hand shower kit. Hand shower
Ø90 mm, rail height 65 cm, length of hose 150 cm.
Single-spray hand shower.

BROGRUND thermostatic bath/shower mixer.
Connection centres 150 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

203.426.01 RM1,299

003.425.79

RM79

VOXNAN shower shelf, 25×13×4 cm. Fits on shower rails
and poles 19-25 mm in diameter, mounted at a minimum
distance of 58 mm from the wall.

RM49.90

Chrome-plated finish
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503.285.90

RM59

All parts and prices
All thermostatic shower mixers, shower door, shower screen and shower tray have 10-year guarantee and all the riser rails, head/hand showers, hoses, parking bracket and shower
shelves have 3-years of guarantee.

VALLAMOSSE riser rail with hand shower kit. Hand
shower Ø80 mm, rail height 62 cm, length of hose 150 cm.
Single-spray hand shower.
Chrome-plated finish

903.496.61

OPPEJEN shower door. Width 84 cm, height 202 cm.
Glass

903.496.56

RM825

OPPEJEN shower screen. Width 84 cm, height 199 cm.

VALLAMOSSE thermostatic shower mixer. Connection
centres 150 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

904.313.64

RM129

Glass

RM399

104.249.56

RM590

VALLAMOSSE singe-spray hand shower. Hand shower
Ø80 mm.
Chrome-plated finish

003.496.51

RM34.90

OPPEJEN hinged bath shower screen. Width 92 cm, height
143 cm.
Glass

LILLREVET single-spray hand shower. Hand shower
Ø80 mm.
White

103.426.30

104.313.63

RM565

RM15.90

FOTINGEN shower tray. Crushed marble.
90×90 cm

KOLSJÖN shower hose, length 150 cm.
Chrome-plated finish

203.425.97

RM49.90
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104.249.42

RM795

Mixer taps and accessories
All bathroom mixer taps have 10-year guarantee.

BROGRUND tall mixer tap, height 28 cm.
Chrome plated brass

903.430.94

VOXNAN wall shelf with towel rail, chrome plated finish.

RM345

68×28 cm

903.285.88

RM89

VOXNAN hanger for door, 35.8×11.5 cm.
Chrome plated finish

BROGRUND mixer tap, height 17 cm.
Chrome plated brass

403.430.82

RM295

BROGRUND towel rail, stainless steel.
003.285.35

RM59

BROGRUND wall shelf with towel rail, stainless steel.
67×27 cm

303.339.84

RM69

BROGRUND hanger for door, 29×14 cm.
Stainless steel

903.285.45

RM29.90

BROGRUND corner wall shelf unit, 19×19×58 cm, and
shower parking bracket, 50×50 mm.
Stainless steel

604.089.87

RM69

403.285.43

RM19.90

BROGRUND hook, 2 pack.
Stainless steel

VOXNAN tall mixer tap, height 30 cm.
Chrome plated brass

403.430.58

RM395

103.430.88

RM345

VOXNAN mixer tap, height 18 cm.
Chrome plated brass

VOXNAN towel rail, chrome plated finish.
63×13 cm

003.286.01

RM39.90

803.285.84

RM19.90

VOXNAN knob, 2 pack.
Chrome plated finish

67×13 cm

403.285.81

RM49.90
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